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Hemlock Hedges 
Hedges play an important part in our biocontrol program, serving 

as hedge insectaries to raise locally-acclimated populations of 

biocontrol insects. Landowners can get involved by using their 

hemlock hedge or growing a hemlock hedge to host biocontrol 

insects. This guide will offer tips for those who would like to 

grow their own biocontrol-ready hemlock hedge or maintain 

their current hedge for biocontrol insects. 

Growing Your Own Hemlock Hedge 

Hemlocks are slow-growing forest trees, so it will take several years to grow a thick hemlock hedge that is suitable for 

hosting biocontrol insects. Still, landowners who are interested in growing their own hemlock hedge to use as a 

biocontrol insectary can use our hedge growing tips to help: 

 Buy larger/older saplings to shorten hedge growing time. 

 Space hemlock saplings out so that they do not crowd each other as they grow.  

o 4ft trees=plant 3 ft apart 

o 8ft trees=plant 6ft apart 

 Following planting, allow to grow for 1-3 years without excessive trimming so trees have time to fill out. To 

keep hedges at the desired height, just trim the top leader shoot to limit upwards growth. 

 Hemlocks typically grow best in damper, slightly acidic soils. Keep this in mind when planning where to plant 

and grow your hedge. It is also a good idea to plant away from roadways and other potential disturbances. 

 Plan to plant trees in partial to full shade (such as near a forest edge or under hardwood cover) to make the 

hedge more hospitable for shade-preferring biocontrol insects. 

 

 
Maintaining Your Hemlock Hedge For Biocontrol Insects 

If you have an existing hedge and would like to maintain it for a biocontrol insect colony, you can use these helpful 

hedge maintenance tips: 

 Pruning will help keep growth dense and your hedge healthy. 

o Prune in early spring before new buds emerge or in the early fall after the main growing season has 

taken place. 

o Prune once a season or every other season to maintain desired height and shape but still allow 

enough recovery time between prunings. 

 Fertilize your hedge to keep growth vigorous and dense. 

 Hemlocks typically grow best in slightly acidic, damp soils. Maintaining a good habitat for your hemlocks can 

improve their growth and long-term health. 

 Reduce disturbance around your hemlocks by limiting gardening activities and mowing beneath the hedge. 

 Refrain from treating your hedge with pesticides—HWA infestations are necessary for a successful hedge 

insectary! 

 For more information on hemlock hedges or HWA, visit our website at www.nyshemlockinitiative.info. If you have any 

questions or you have a hedge you think would be a good fit for our program, email nyshemlockinitiative@cornell.edu. 

http://www.nyshemlockinitiative.info/

